CYCLIC VECTORS FOR REPRESENTATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH POSITIVE DEFINITE MEASURES: NONSEPARABLE GROUPS F. P. GREENLEAF AND M. MOSKOWITZ
Let μ be any positive definite measure on a locally compact group, and let (π*, ^ίf^) be the associated unitary representation of G. Previous work of the authors' showed that a cyclic vector exists for π^ if G is second countable; there is now a simple proof of this result, due to Hulanicki. Rather elementary conditions on the way μ is related to the geometry of G are examined which are necessary, or sufficient, for the existence of a cyclic vector. These conditions require μ to be "constant" on cosets (or double cosets) of certain subgroups of G. A conjectured necessary and sufficient conditions is presented. These results are adequate to decide whether or not π u is cyclic for various nontrivial measures. As a special case it is shown that the left regular representation of G is cyclic <=> G is first countable. 1* Notations* All groups are locally compact, not necessarily second or first countable. The space C e (G) of continuous functions with compact support is given the usual inductive limit topology. Convolutions f*g of functions in C C (G) are defined in the usual way; we use the involution operation {A the modular function) which makes C C {G) a || ||rdense *-subalgebra of the convolution algebra L ι {G). Positive definite measures μ are Radon measures {not necessarily bounded), so that μeC c {G)*, that satisfy the condition <μ, /**/> -\{f**f){x)dμ{x) ^ 0, all / e C C {G) . [2] , or Effros-Hahn [3] . For additional comments on positive definite measures, and their relationship to positive definite functions see [5] (introduction to §3).
The space M(G) -C C (G)* of all Radon measures (bounded or not) has an involution defined by <μ*,f> = \f{x~ι)dμ{x) all feC c (G)
To a certain extent convolution is defined in M(G); thus μ*v is defined if one of the measures has compact support, or if both are bounded (finite total variation). Left Haar measure on a closed subgroup iΓϋ G is denoted by m κ ; C C (G) becomes a convolution subalgebra of M(G) if we identify / e C C {G) with f m G e M{G). M(G) includes point masses δ x for x e G, and the left translate X x f of / 6 C C (G) is just δ a *f.
We will be interested in measures "constant on cosets" of a closed subgroup K. Constancy on right cosets K\G -{Kx: xe G) (resp. left cosets G/K -{xK: x e G}) means that (1) δ
here Δ G is the modular function on G. If μ arises from a continuous function φ on G, so that μ = <p m G , this notion of constancy agrees with the usual one, in which
By definition of convolution of measures (see Appendix), the modular function must appear in right-hand convolutions if constancy of measures is to agree with constancy of functions; indeed, if x e G then consider what happens to the right convolutes of Haar measure:
Let P C (K) be all probability measures (v ^ 0 in the usual sense; \dv -1 j with compact support and supp (v) § K. By taking weak-* limits of convex combinations it is easily seen that (1) holds ^=> (2) v*μ = μ (resp. μ*4 β v) = μ) all veP c (K) Proof. (<==) This is (2.6) of [5] . Proof. Take compacta K n containing the unit such that K n £ int (K n+1 ) and U~=i K n = G. If ζ is the cyclic vector the map φ\g-» π g (ζ) is norm continuous, φ: G -> £ίf. Thus φ{K n ) is norm compact, hence totally bounded, and there is a finite set of translates of ζ, S n S <P(K n ) such that all points in φ(K n ) are within distance 1/n of S n . Now the closed linear span
3
= ls{F g (ζ): geG} equals ^ and it is easy to see that ϊs{\Jn =ι S n } = £ίf too. Thus is separable. Now let ^(Sίf) be the unitary operators on έ%f, with strong operator topology. The representation π: G -• Ήf(Sίf) is a continuous isomorphism. If K is a compact neighborhood of the unit in G, π:K->π(K) is a homeomorphism. But the strong operator topology is first countable since έ%f is separable; thus the (relative) topology on K is first countable, and G is first countable.
This completes the discussion of regular representations.
3. Sufficient conditions* In [5] we showed that the representation (π μ , £ίf μ ) is cyclic for every positive definite measure on a second countable locally compact group. That proof, based on operator algebra methods, was nonconstructive and we raised the question of finding a construction which produces a cyclic vector using nothing but the geometric/algebraic features of the group. Even when π μ is the left regular representation and G = R (real line) it is not completely obvious how this is to be done. In an elegant note [7] Hulanicki and Pytlik have proven:
The proof is totally constructive: take any countable basis of compact neighborhoods of the unit K n and form the characteristic functions φ n ; taking scalars α n ^ 0 so that Σ^UαJi^ί^JL < °°, we get a function φ = Σ~=i o, n φ^φ n e C C {G). The vector ζ = [φ] μ is cyclic. In particular, one can find cyclic vectors within <$ίf/\ it is not necessary to turn to the completion Added in proof. R. Goodman has found a subtle, but serious, gap in the sections of the Eίfros-Hahn memoir [3] on which the results of Hulanicki and Pytlik [7] depend. To get a correct proof of Theorem 3.1, we start with the results of [5] , which are unaffected by Prof. Goodman's discovery. A short, self-contained argument then yields Theorem 3.1. In [5] we used operator algebra methods to establish Theorem 3.1 for second countable groups; second countability was required so that operator methods could be applied freely. Below we show that the theorem may be established for arbitrary first countable groups without further reference to the theory of PP-algebras. If the following proof is appended to Theorem 3.1, and references to [7] deleted, this paper remains unaffected by the gaps in [3] . Our references to [3] here, and in [5] , are fairly superficial and do not use the afflicted section in [3] For a proof of (3.2) see Appendix A2. The result of [7] can be extended considerably using Theorem (3.2) . PROPOSITION 
Let μ be a positive definite measure. If there exists a closed, normal subgroup K
; thus the map x -> π μ is constant on ϋΓ-cosets, and the representation π μ :
, where m κ -left Haar measure on K. It is a fairly routine matter to show that
and that φ f is surjective, because K is normal in G. Somewhat more delicate calculations (presented in Appendix) show that the measure μ > 0 on G corresponds to a unique measure μ f on G/K such that (G) . Finally, the diagram in Figure 1 commutes.
The left-hand block commutes since π μ is constant on cosets of K;
,, (A?) = j(5.*/)(»fc) dm κ (k)
Now compare images of a pair (9>(&), [/],,) e (G/K) x Jg^ in the righthand block:
These agree, by (4) . Obviously π^ is cyclic <=> π is cyclic, since both representations produce the same operators on £ίf μ . Commutativity of the right-hand block shows (π μ cyclic) <=> (π cyclic) <=> (π μf cyclic). By our hypotheses, Theorem 3.1 given above applies to the measure μ f on the first countable group G/K; we conclude that π μt (and π μ ) are cyclic. Proof. Note that supp (μ) need not be related to G'; we may have
If the reduced action is cyclic, so is the full action
To prove (5) 
The conjecture will be supported in several ways. First we will show that these conditions really are necessary in two very different special cases. Proof. The implication (<==) in 4.1 is true for every μ > 0 (Theorem 3.4). For (=>) let ζ be the cyclic vector. Take h n eC c (G) 9 all n, and G' 2 supp (μ) . Since we have factored out Ker π v , the representation π: (G'/K) x g^1' -> J^u is faithful; it is also cyclic, since ττ v and π give the same operators in <%?*. Applying Lemma 2.2, we conclude that G'jK is first countable. Obviously v is constant on cosets G'/K, by Theorem 3.2; μ is then constant on K\G/K cosets, being zero off G'.
In the next situation, we impose algebraic conditions on μ 9 but leave off any finiteness requirements. (since h n *m κ -h n ), so that A -7 on the dense submanifold .^^Ô nce we know A = I, we observe that for any /, g e C C (G), 
(G) .
Now the submanifold X = {#**/:/, # e C C (G)} is dense in the inductive limit topology on C C (G); μ and μ* are continuous functionals, so we conclude that μ -μ κ -m κ *μ*m κ . Therefore, pending the existence of A, we have shown that
where G' and K are defined as above. We observe that, up to this point, we have used no special assumptions about μ; we have proved the unrestricted conjecture, modulo the existence of Ά. Unfortunately, it is difficult to see why we should have 11/11,, = 0=> \\f*m κ \\ μ = 0, let alone boundedness of Ά, unless μ is a central measure. Commentary on the unrestricted conjecture (following this proof) will be based on the constructions up to this point.
If μ is central we will show that \\f*m κ \\ μ ^ ||/||^ for feC e (G). By definition,
thus, if / is given and g -/*, we have
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is complete.
5* Examples and further comment on the conjecture* We are now in a position to demonstrate that certain positive definite measures μ do not give cyclic representations (π μ , β^μ); to reach this conclusion we must use the necessary conditions obtained in §4. 8 }) here R d = discrete reals, and a t : H-+H is the "right shift" mapping h = {p 8 These results give necessary conditions for the existence of a cyclic vector for π μ , but it does not seem to be very helpful to know only that some measure in the equivalence class of μ is related to the algebraic structure of G as stated in the conjecture. In particular, it does not seem possible to work out Example 5.1 using these results alone.
}).(ί f {Q s }) = (r + t, {p 8 } + a r {q
Two measures μ > 0 and v > 0 can be distributed on G in very different ways and still produce the same unitary representation of G, but if v is required to have the special form v = m κ *μ*m κ it seems unlikely that v could produce the same representation as μ unless we actually have μ = v. If so, this would prove the conjecture. We have not been able to decide this (isolated) question about positive definite measures in cases not already covered in Theorems 4.2 and 4.4. 6* APPENDIX. Convolution of two finite measures μ, v is defined so that
(μ*v, /> -^f(st)dμ(s)dv(t) = ^f(st)dv(t)dμ(s)
for / e C e (G) 
<V*f, 9> = ^g(ts)dμ(t)f(s)ds = ^f(r 1 s)g(s)dμ(t)ds
Obviously φ(s) -\f(t~1s)dμ(t) is continuous, since μ is a regular Borel measure and supp (/) is compact. Similarly,
Constancy of measures on cosets. Constancy on left or right cosets are quite different conditions on a general measure μeM(G); however, if μ is positive definite they amount to the same thing. THEOREM 
A. 1. Let K be any closed subgroup of G. A positive definite measure μ > 0 is constant on right cosets of K<=> it is constant on left cosets (<=> constant on double cosets K\GjK).
To prove this, we must assemble certain facts about involutions and convolutions of measures. First note that, if λ, v e M{G) and one of these has compact support (so that λn> is defined), then
because A G is a homomorphism, we have
for all feC c (G) .
Below, we demonstrate that the adjoint μ* of anypositive definite measure μ is given by μ* -A^ μ. A routine use of Fubini's theorem yields: Proof. The last (<=>) follows immediately via Theorem A. 1, so we only prove the first one.
LEMMA A 2. If μ e M(G) and g e C e (G), let us define g(x)
Note that y e Ker π μ <=> πζ = I <=> (7) holds for all yeK; however this happens <=>
where v is any convex sum v -X \d y . of point masses (^ e K). Let P C {K) be the probability measures on K with compact support. In the space M^G) of 2Ά finite (i.e., finite total variation) measures v on G we introduce a strong operator topology by letting measures v act by left convolution on L\G); thus, by definition, -^y<=-ll^*/-y*/lli-0 all fzL\G).
On any compact set QgG, the (so)-closed convex hull of the point masses [d y : yeQ} is equal to the weak-* closed hull, which is exactly the set of probability measures supported on Q. (Details: Greenleaf so that g**v a *f -• g**v*f in the inductive limit topology on C e (G). Thus (7) holds for all yeK<=> Proof. To get the above formula for f*m κ , we note that
Now the above formulas follow by routine calculations.
To see that μ κ > 0, use these formulas, and the obvious fact m κ = mi, to conclude that (μ κ , /**/> = <)", m#*/**/*ra x >=:<μ, g**g}0
, where # = f*m κ .
Shifting measures to quotient groups. Suppose that if is a closed normal subgroup on G, and let left Haar measures dk and dg be fixed. Then left Haar measure dβ(xK) on G/K can be normalized so that Our final results in the appendix constitute a slight, but useful, generalization of a result of Glushkov [6] (G compactly generated) which in turn slightly generalizes the corresponding result of Montgomery and Zippin [8] (G/G Q compact). It is to be hoped that this is the final generalization of this result. Proof. If G is σ-compact then simply take a single neighborhood W and apply A 9. Conversely, if G is the projective limit of second countable groups consider a single approximating group G/K. Since it is σ-compact and K is compact, the result follows. 
